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What are your priorities for public
services in our communities?
With council now shifting to a priority based
budget I believe we can focus much needed
increases towards key public services in
Edmonton. Personally, the areas that I believe
require the most attention are public transit, youth
projects (e.g. green shack), EPL, and recreation

centres.

What is your position on private-public partnerships?
I am cautious on public-private partnerships but do see some areas where there may be a
benefit. The costs of large scale projects at the municipal level can make them difficult to afford
or completely out of reach. If the project cannot be scaled down and provides a large benefit to
society I think they should be explored as options. With that said, certain services like recreation
centres need to remain under the city’s control as they are providing a significant benefit to
society and cannot be run as a business. So at the municipal level I am cautiously open to them
and would vote for them if the need is required and it is the only financially viable option, and
there are strict guidelines around transparency.

What are your priorities for transportation?
Transportation is a key for me as I think at the municipal level this is one of the largest
opportunities to combat climate change. Starting with public transportation, I see a huge
opportunity to eliminate fares for low-income Edmontonians through the use of the new ARC
payment system and creating an easier application process that reduces administrative costs. I
would love to see a fare-free transit system but I believe any transit policy should have an end
goal of reducing the number of vehicles on the road and the research from other jurisdictions
that have instituted fare-free transit show it does not have this effect. Instead of a fare-free
transit system I would like to invest heavily so we can add busses to the fleet and increase
routes/route frequency. The key to getting people out of their vehicles is making a trip just as
quick as it would be to drive. There is also work that needs to be done on the first and last mile,
an area that requires some creativity and should explore everything including partnering up with



ride sharing. Beyond public transit I would like to see a drive to create an easy to follow and well
connected bike network that can take Edmontonians across the city easily.

Do you support the change in campaign financing laws?
Overall I do not. I do approve of the reduced maximum donation and removal of the ability to
carry over fundraised amounts from previous elections. I strongly oppose the removal of a
requirement to disclose donors before the election as it leaves voters in the dark on who is
funding the candidates.

What is your plan to address housing and homelessness in our
communities?
As one of the biggest issues facing our city, for me it is one of the top two with the climate
emergency, I believe all decisions we make on council should be made with the question of how
this will impact the city’s unhoused. For specific plans I think a main focus for council should be
on creating more affordable housing options with a large variety of home types. One solution for
the creation of more affordable housing is by bringing back the secondary suite grant tied to
rentals for low-income individuals. This can provide home owners a much needed mortgage
helper while creating additional low-income housing throughout the city. It is also important that
the city prioritizes approving developments that include affordable housing elements. When
speaking to the hard-to-house population, the city needs to ensure Provincial and Federal
governments are providing the support needed to address the issue in a meaningful way. In the
end, housing these individuals is the most cost effective way in dealing with the issue and sadly
de-humanizing the problem and making it an economic argument is one of the best ways we
can convince an increasingly fiscal focused provincial government.

What are your priorities to address the fiscal relationship between the
provincial government and municipalities?
As I already stated, a significant portion of the fight to end homelessness requires increased
investment from the provincial government. The difficult part of this relationship is that a greater
amount of responsibility has been shifted to municipalities from the provincial government and
the funding has not shifted to the same degree. To address this inequity, council needs to
continue to champion the provincial government and make arguments through data showing
why funding needs to be increased. It is also important that we are electing non-partisan
candidates that can work with any elected party. Regardless of how we feel about the current
provincial government we need to work with them to address current funding shortfalls.


